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Nmeteen plas~te ~t~~W duck.s we.r; d,a~t"'r;;~<) in UNM\s duck pond
yes. terday at 12.2.0 Rm,_ Th~~. ct~fi§JJ!niti&n was spons~red by contributions from the St\tdent Uni~Basement Games Club. ,
Rick ·Gordon, a gnt~uate stu'i:ient in e~~Oftl'JV~and spokesman for the
club, said, "Since the I.Vniversity ~r.OrisiWAI~'<i'duck pond Ididn't want
1
anybody to feel it was\ denied th.~rtt :-' Another ob~~n.' ~ c~mrh.ented that
"the duck pond isn't to~·?."Y useless, i.~·~.~~rqit,use\ej\t,l\r\ l
'•.
Although some pubh~ltY ~t,m~~fJ.UliWk'b ~t11e LOBO classifieds, fowl
weather kept attendance\ of U'li!l~tluck launching to a handful 6f students
and a bird dog. The duc~s seemed rather beaked but were unavailable for
·
comment,
Gordon said the ducks were n!ady as early as last spring, "They've been
sitting around in my closet for a ~hile since we thought the pond might
have been ready last semester."
The games club is currently asking ASUNM for $280 to help pay for
publicity and buy some games. Its members plan to buy at least 15 games
of the kind that take less than an hour to play. Gordon said chess was
popular but often "takes more than an hour, especially with some of the
.
players here.''
The club also hopes to obtain some lockers where the games can be kept
and made available to students.
The games club purpose, said one member, "is to wile away the
boredom during the school year." The club meets "almost daily" in the
Lobo Room of the SUB, he said.

,

The last day to obtain
Student Athletic Activity
Cards without charge is
Saturday, Sept. 25. The cards
are available at University
Photo Service, 1820 Las
Lomas Road NE.
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$10,000 Withheld for Spring

Senate Passes 3 Bills
By Ruth S. lntress
The ASUNM Senate Wednesday
night passed three major monetary
bills.
The first bill allows the Senate to
' borrow $8200 from the ASUNM
Business Office to pay one-half of
the $16,400 deficit caused by last
year's Speakers and Film Committees. The second bill establishes
a Budget Inquiry Board and the
third bill allows the Senate to
withhold $10,000 a year from its
projected revenues.
Senate Bill 7, which lets the
Senate borrow $8200 from the
ASUNM Business Office, was
passed after an hour of debate. The
$8200 added to the existing $844 the
Senate presently has, gives the
Senate $9044 to spend this fiscal
year.
By borrowing the $8200, the
Senate hopes to be. able to fund
those groups now requesting
money. However, the 10 groups
now being reviewed for funding by
the Senate Finance Committee are
asking for a total of $12,377.

The Inquiry Board should
provide a more efficient and
equitable method of providing
ASUNM with uniform-budgeting
procedures. The Board will advise
the Senate on how to best allocate
funds to student organizations.
Also passed in Wednesday's
meetfng was a bill which will allow
ASUNM to withhold $10,000 a year
from its projected revenue prior to
budget allocations during the
Senate Budget Hearings. This
means that of the approximately
$300,000 the Senate controls each
year, $10,000 will be withheld. The
20 to 30 organizations that request
more than 1.5 per cent of Senate
funds will be funded from the
remaining $290,000.
The $10,000 withheld will be used
in spring semester to insure that
smaller organizations receive
funding. However, the $10,000 may
not be allocated to groups on
campus until after the first
ASUNM Senate meeting following
the spring general election.
The Budget Inquiry Board will

consist of four students to be
appointed by the ASUNM
president, the ASUNM senate
finance chairperson, and the
ASUNM vice president. Ex-officio
members are the attorney general,
ASUNM treasurer, and the
president pro-tempore.
Other Senate business included
the approval of the following
applicants to ASUNM committees:
-Lobby Committee Chairman,
Robert West;
-Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs Chairman, Louis
Tempkin;
-Speakers Committee Chairwoman, Porter Dillon;
-Teacher Evaluation Chairman,
Les Sternberg;
-Student
Standard
and
Grievance Committee members,
Phil Gursky, Tom McGuire, and
Richard Thomas Zukowski, imd;
Student Health Center
Advisory Board, Jane and David
Herron.

-student Union Kitchens Pass
New State Lab Health Department Inspection
~Identifies Flus
By Melanie Northrop
The state Scientific Laboratory's
Serology/Virology section Wednesday began an influenza virusdetection program in its new
facilities.

test reagents and valuable communications from the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta.

By Martha Booth
The SUB kitchen passed inspection by the
Albuquerque Environmental Health Dept. (EHD) on
Wednesday after making the necessary improv.ements
required by a written warning issued 10 days before.

said the "overload" placed on the upstairs kitchen.
during the summer-the result of SUB
remodeling-was sure to create problems.

But the recent ·publicizing or' conditions in the kitchen by the LOBO was "beneficial," Lucero si~d
because it "jolted" the management into better main~
tenance.

EHD inspector Albert Salas, who first visited the
The main concern of the lab this
kitchen
on Aug. 26, said the most serious faults that
f~ll is monitoring influenza viruses,
led
to
the
warning were related to food preparation
particularly the 'swine' influenza
Jones, who was appointed manager of the SUB
and
protection.
Two examples he mentioned were a
"The new facilities allow for the virus.
Food Services two years ago, said, ~'I think we have
dirty meat slicer and food uncovered in the
identification of influenza strains
done a fairly adequate job without any more facilities
Isolation of a virus is done by refrigerators.
and laboratory tests needed for innoculating 1 1-day-old fertile
than we currently have."
diagnosis of \Jubonic plague, rabies hens' eggs with a throat swab from
But after the Wednesday inspection, Food Services
He said the main kitchen on the first floor, which
and botulism," said Dr. Karl T. a patient suspected of having flu.
Manager Rick Jones was able to post reports signed
houses· several pieces of equipment for quick-steaming
Kleeman, virology-section chief.
The egg is kept warm for three by SaJas showing no demerits far ei~her the upstairs · aild ·ior coo'king'as many as 12 roasts at once, is
Previously, "a test sample had to days and is then ready for further Casa del Sol or the basement Prontos kitchens.
unusable.
be sent to the Communicable tests. Chicken red-blood cells are
Salas said District 3, which includes the UNM area,
Jones said the kitchen ceiling had been ripped out,
Disease Center in Atlanta, Ga. mixed with the culture. If a virus is was assigned to him the first week in August. At that
and the fine sediment distributed throughout the room
Sometimes it took as long as one present, cells clump and more time, he said, there were only two inspectors for more
was the result of jack-hammers used to gouge out the
month to be processed," said defined tests will be needed to than 300 establishments in that district. And the Casa
concrete floors.
Kleeman. "Now a sample can be define the strain.
del Sol was among the last checked, he said.
processed here in two or three
New Mexico is one of the last
"Now there are four iinspectorsj on District 3, and
days.''
"We're not using the room now because we don't
states to have this type · of a we'll be investigating every three or four weeks," he want anyone to get sick," he added.
The lab has been designated as laboratory. The 1973 legislature added.
The contractors had originally promised that SUB
New Mexico's official World authorized construction which
remodeling would be completed by Oct. 1, he said, but
District 3 Supervisor .Abe Lucer9 said the Casa del
Health Organization Surveillance started in March 1974 at a cost of
they are now talking about mid-November.
Sot had always maintained sla~ttlard5 in the pas~. ·He
Lab. This enables the lab to receive $4.5 million.

Chairma.n Mao Dead at 82
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HONG KONG (UPJ)-Chinese

~ Communist Party Chairman Mao

0 Tse-tung died Thursday in,Peking,

.g

ending a tumultuous 82 years of life
...J that saw him rise from simple
~ peasant to leader of the world's
·c; largest mass revolution and ruler of
0 one-fourth of mankind.
8 His death sent the nation of 800
-~
:< million Chinese into mourning,
~ many pouring into the streets of
il: Peking with tears streaming down
v their cheeks. It raised the prospect
Z of a long period of the political
M" turmoil that marked his own career
~ from the time he assumed
~ leadership of the Chinese C(J.Jnmunists in the 1930s.
The armed forces went on alert,
according to intelligence sources in

Hong Kong. However, the sources
said this appeared to be a routine
precautionary move.
A titanic struggle for power
seemed certain with Premier Hua
Kuo-feng seeking to hold his role of
leadership against the Politburo's
determined
conservatives
who
argue that Mao's doctrinaire
policies adopted by Hua undermined the country's economic
development.
Authorities set a week-long
period of official mourning and
announced that an unprecedented
mass memorial service would be
held on Sept. 18 in the capital's
huge Tien An Men (Gate of
Heavenly Peace) Square where Mao
celebrated his greatest triumphs.

Corduroy
Big Bells
Tan, Green
Navy, Blue
Sand, Brown,
Burgundy

$14.50
lobo
men's
2120 Central 5.1.
243-69S.

World leaders hailed 'Mao as
"the last giant of the century" and
one of the "world's immortals."
But in Taiwan radio stations interrupted regular broadcasts to
announce: "We have very good
news to report to you, Mao Tsetung, the bandit leader, is dead."
President Ford hailed Mao's
"vision and imagination" which
led to improved Sino-U.S. relations
and said his death was "tragic."
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
expressed hope the two nations
would continue a pmallel course of
cautious friendship "but the
methods and the details are bound
to be mysterious at this time."
The Soviet Union, which has
villi fied Mao through the long years
of their bitter ideological quarrel,
announced the death but made no
comment.
He died of a lingering, undisclosed illness at I 0 minutes past
midnight Peking time (11:10 EDT
Wednesday)-the 15th day of the
8th moon, one of China's oldest
and most traditional holidays.
The cause of death was not
announced but it came as no
surprise. Mao has suffered a series
of strokes and was reported suffering from Parkinson's disease. It
was announced in mid-June that
Mao would no longer receive
foreign visitors.
The Chinese had shouted many
choruses of "May Chairman Mao
Live 10,000 Years" but as early as
the mid-1960s Mao told foreigners
he was "preparing to see God
soon.''
The Chinese announced that
Mao's body would lie in state in the
Great Hall of the People for a week
beginning Saturday and that on a
national day of mourning on Sept.
18 the nation's millions would
stand in silence for three minutes of
meditation while sirens, whistles
and bells sounded throughout the
country at factories and on trains.

Tien An Men Square, scene of
serious rioting just five months ago,
and began paying tribute to the
man who was the only leader they
had known since the Peoples
Republic of China carne into being
on Oct. I, 1949, after Mao's forces
drove Chiang Kai-shek from the
mainland.
Peking reports said great throngs
of young people, many of them in
tears, entered the square and stood
in front of a huge portr!)it of the
Chairman where they raised their
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MIG Pilot Arrives in US
HONOLULU-Defecting Soviet fighter-pilot Viktor lvanovich
Belenko Thursday arrived in the United States which has offered him asylum.
'
The 29-year-old jet pilot, who landed his top-secret MIG-25 in
Japan Monday, stayed aboard a Northwest Orient flight from
Tokyo during its two-hour refueling stop in Honolulu.
Chief Customs Inspector Edward Gilbert said Belenko was
aboard the flight, but had been permitted to remain inside the 747
after the other passengers disembarked for customs and immigration clearance.
·
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6.98 List LP
(Mfrs. Sugg. List)

S. African Police Kl1113
CAPE TOWN, South Africa-Police gunfire killed 13 persons,
including an 8-year-old boy, today during an outbreak of rioting
and looting in suburbs near Cape Town.
·
Police said six colored (mixed race) looters were shot to death
in the segregated township ofManenberg, eight miles from Cape
Town. Two of the looters were hit while setting fire to a liquor
store.
In addition, police officials said, an 8-year-old boy was shot to
death in Manenberg and a youth died of wounds in a hospital.
Authorities said the young boy was not among the Manenberg
looters.
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(7.98 List)TAPE NOW 4.98!(7.98 List)

Teachers Strikes Spread
Teache_rs strikes in II states Thursday gave more than 425,000
school children extended summer holidays or left them with time
on their hands in classrooms manned by "babysitter" substitutes.
Memphis teachers scheduled a mass meeting Thursday night
to decide whether to walk out Friday-a move that would add
120,000 pupils to the ranks of those affected by strikes.
More than 20,000 teachers and hundreds of custodians, clerks
or other school personnel were on strike from New Hampshire to
Washington State.

CLASSICS I ROCK I FOLK I BLUEGRASS I BLUES I COUNTRY & WESTERN I SOUL/
RHYTHM & BLUES I DISCO I MOTOWN I PHILLY SOUND I SOUL JAZZ I RAGTIME I
AVANT GARDE I POP I NOSTALGIA I SHOWS I SOUNDTRACKS I STANDARDS I
RECORDS
I
SPOKEN
WORD
I
COMEDY
I
ETHNIC
I
RELIGIOUS
I
MALE & FEMALE VOCALISTS I INTERNATIONAL I QUAD LP.S I CHILDREN'S
RECORDS I SPOKEN WORD I COMEDY I ETHNIC I RELIGIOUS I

Classicial Labels

Susan Ford Moves On ...
WASHINGTON-Susan Ford has moved out of the White
House and is now living with three college classmates in a
townhouse in suburban Alexandria, Va., it was learned today.
Sheila Rabb Weidenfeld, press secretary to Betty Ford, said
Susan, 19, moved into the townhouse last week-a few days after
she came back from a family holiday in Vail, Colo.

7.98
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SAVE$250f'.ecelver
M arantz Speaker Dual

turntable

T EAC·Save

CASSETTE DECKS

The leader. Always has been.

It's easy. Maybe that's why it's getting more and more popular to
do banl<lng by mail. just send us your deposit along with the deposit slip, and we'll send your receipt right back to you the very
same day. It's the most convenient way to save going! Even a
child could do ltl Now don't misunderstand us. We lil<e to see
you come in often. But we like to receive mail too. So, on those

$75

·
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Anyone Can Do It
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clenched fistsand took oaths:
"Beloved Chairman Mao, we
commit ourselves to continue the
s'truggle, always according to your
teachings."
A single green, flowered wreath
was placed on the Martyrs
Monument in the ceilter of the
square, which bears an inscription
in Mao's calligraphy reading, "The
People's Heroes are Immortal."
A single soldier kept the crowd
moving and was joined later by
other soldiers with fixed bayonets.

Men's, Women's and Children's Sizes Many Colors 1

Out-of-Print LP's and
Collector's Items

NOW 99(: to 1.99

m8XE!fl. S-track tapes
FREE

one:46 with two:96's reg.

FREE ANTENNA

Open Nine to Midnight Sf]ven Days a Week

I or II

with purchase of ...
the CB that will not become obsolete!
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Well, they're at it again, folks. ASUNM, in the third week of
Z school, had a balance of $844.
"<~". The Seriate approved a bill to borrow $8200 against its $16,400
~deficit. Today it has $9044.
~
The process of getting the additional money was complicated.
After subtracting budget allocations, ASUNM had enough money
to pay the deficit from the 1975-76 budget and had the $844 left
over. The action taken by the senate meant ASUNM would pay
only half the deficit and would ask the committees which had overspent in the 1975-76 budget year to make up the other half of their
deficits. By that decision, senate now has the $9044 figure to spend
this year.
Sen. George Coston, the ASUNM finance committee chairman,
said that in addition to the ten groups now asking for money there
will be about 10 more groups asking for funds.
Senate will have about 20 organizations requesting money and
will have. $9044 to appropriate. One of the groups ;:1•hich ·is now
asking for money, Project Consejo, was promised by last year's
senate that they would receive some funds from this senate, so this
senate is obligated to give money to at least one of these
organizations.
It's hard to know where to put the blame for this mess. There are
many candidates.
The Speakers and Film Committees last year together lost about
$16,400.
The ASUNM Senate last spring presented a budget to the
ASUNM constituency which left only the barest reserve in the
general ASUNM fund to meet the requests for funds from
miscellaneous groups throughout this school year.
Then there is the voting student body who approved the budget
which left so little money in reserve.
But there is also the part of the ASUNM constituency which did
not bother to vote on the budget.
This is basically a new senate; 13 hew senators were elected in
the same election which saw the favorable vote on the budget.
Sen. David Rupp at Wednesday's senate meeting said the senate
should pass legislation in the future to prevent this situation from
happening again.
We can only agree with Rupp that legislation should definitely be
passed to prevent a similar financial tangle. We also urge senate to
keep a tight rein on organizations which are in the position of overspending their budgets.
A reoccurrence of such a situation, involving such a large
amount of money, is serious mismanagement of student activity
fees and should not be allowed to continue.

by Garry Trudeau
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By Mike Mygatt
THE SANTA FE Fiesta-just the
mention of it brings back fond
memories. The macabre Zozobra
moan. The fluid movements of
Jacques Cartier provoking the old
fellow and offering him a flick of
the Bic. And heaven .knows what
perverted thoughts go through his
papier-mache sconce as the
fireworks blossom skyward. Yet,
the excitement and frivolity of the
past can't even hold a roman candle to the present.
The flambeau seemed much
shorter than usual. Obviously, there
were a few who were disappointed
with the curtailment of the beginning festivities. The fireworks continued later that evening on a side
street. So did the macabre moans.
What is quite apparent is that the
burning affects even the most
primeval instincts.
TO COMPENSATE for these ef·
fects, the Fiesta Committee should
revamp the event to incorporate
and complement these instincts.
The burning issue at stake is to
make these people feel they are a
part of Fiesta. As a matter of fact,
the whole country should participate.

THE TRADITIONAL candlelight
procession would take on a new
light as the marchers could pull a
cart and heap upon it those quickdraw artists that chose to sneeze at
the wrong time. It would be a huge
undertaking.
Tourists from back east could
take a hint from the event and
adapt it to their own cities. For
example, residents of New York
City could hire the June Taylor dancers or the Rockettes to leap and
prance before the Statue of Uberty
and then set her aflame. As for the
traditional shoot-out, a simple highspeed pclice chase through
Manhattan would be aooroariate.
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presidents' eyeballs and appeal to
fiery-eyed activists. As for the
shoot-out-people would just take
that for granite.

Citizens across the United States
will accept Fiesta much as Christmas has been accepted throughout
the rest of the world. Naturally,
along with acceptance comes commercialization.

In Texas, due to the acute lack of
statues and state monuments,
John Connally will just have to do.

After all, why shouldn't national
attention be cindered around
Zozobra?
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deepening of shadows. By the
Eighth State his prints look fully
shaded and ·show the kind of
surface texture that is characteristic
of his work. But although the last
state of a print often looks more
"finished", the first state has its
own value, as a sketch might.
There are other series of states by
Braquemond: the Courbeau
Erasmus and the Janot Lapin
series. The last is of a snared rabbit
(in the foreground) with his free
companions romping in the
background. This kind of "dead
bunny" sentiment might seem a
little maudlin, but it should be
rem em be red that sentiment played
a key role in 19th-century art.
(Today this impulse survives mainly
in kitch and other quasi-art forms
like children's books).
Another aspect of 19th-century
art which appears in the works
exhibited is The Picturesque. The
main quality of a picturesque scene
is that it invites the viewer to share
some attractive piece of landscape.

It is an invitation to walk down
shady lanes or to sit in some
meadow. There is a strong sense of
place, and of the "charm" of a
scene. This can be sensed in the
works of the other artists shown:
Whistler,
Legros,
Lalanne,
Rousseau, Appian, Daubigny,
Carat, Meryon, and Jongkind.
Editor's note-There is also
another exhibit in the Lower
Gallery in the small room to the
side. It consists of various 18th and
19th century French paintings,

loaned to UNM by an English
collector.
Most of the works are typical
period pieces with their subjects
drawn from the classical world
("Brutus swearing revenge over the
corpse of Lucretia," "Triumph of
Neptune," "Oedipus leaving
Thebes," etc.) or from the world of
the church (" Attila and a bishop,"
"Finding of Moses," etc.) One,
which looked almost 20th-century
and very out of place, was Ziem 's
"Sketch for decoration."
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Tuesday, September 22- All Seats Available
Reserved Seats- $8.00, 7.00, 6.00 ,5.00 & 4.00
UNM Students with activity cards - 1/z price
ALL Students - Tuesday, 1/2 price
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particular attention to "states": the
series of progressively modified
prints which can be pulled from the
same plate. As an example, lao~ at
the series of three prints by
Braquemond of Edmund Goncourt
(a prominent critic of that
time-1882). The First Stale is a
sketchy print, with outline and a
few lines that look like choppedstraw, but no crosshatching or real
tone. In this state, Braquemond's
debt to Japanese prints can be
clearly seen-in the large blank
areas, in the calligraphic lines of the
cigarette smoke and of the tasseled
frame with the bird, and in the
dragon head in the carved wood
above the figure's head. This state
is very reminiscent of Whistler, who
was also heavily influenced by
Japanese art (and is also
represented in the show).
Braquemond made some changes
on the plate and then made another
print. The Second Stale shows the
addition of a 'folder of prints in the
botlom right-hand corner, and a

The Classics Theater

•

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly
S

"Jacques Braquemond and the
Etching Process" is the current
exhibit in !he Lower Gallery in the
Fine Arts Center.
'
Review by Griffin Gaddie
Etching began to decline as an art
in the early nineteenth century with
the development of lithography and
photography. In contrast with the
realism of photography and photoengravings, etching began to look
limited and inaccurate. For a while,
etching tried to adapt itself to the
new realism, but it proved to be a
tyrannical standard for etching.
Realism increased, but aesthetic
content suffered.
Baudelaire and others like
Braquemond
deplored
the
situation, and began to encourage
printers to revive the art of etching.
Braquemond, himself an artist, was
one of the big figures in this
movement which became known as
the "Etching Rennaissance in
France" (c. 1850-80).
This exhibit focuses on the prints
of Braquemond and his circle, with

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

(

Etching as nn Att Fotm

RURAL AREAS need not be left And, of course, we've all heard of
out in this civilized cultivation of 'the Dallas shotgun.
aggression and pyromania. People
CREMATIONS WILL become
living near Mount Rushmore could
events, with everyone
community
splash gasoline on one or all of the
trying to match their neighbor.
Each funeral home will have a
slogan-"You burn 'em; We urn
'em." Firestone will have year-end
"pyre" sales. And charitable
organizations can sell "rifle"
tickets.

t'-----~~-----------------------------------
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Santa Fe Fiesta: A Burning. Issue

In the tried and true western
tradition, there should be an annual
shoot-out on the streets of Santa
Fe, followed by the hanging of
Zozobra. Much to the glee of the
Fiesta Committee, expenditures on
fireworks would be eliminated. As
would some of the crowd.

HOWeva?, I AM A

0 pini Q

"A Good Place To Make Friends"
Entertainment 7 Nights 4418 Central SE

277-3121
,.
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~ Brewster McCloud, directed by and photographer Man Ray.
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Robert Altman, is showing tonight
at 7 & 9:15 at the SUB. Bud Cort
plays a hermit who lives with the
birds in Houston's Astrodome. He
builds wings so that he can amaze
the crowd.
Janis shows tomorrow night at 7 &
9:15 at the SUB. This is critically
acclaimed documentary about the
life and performances of rocksuperstar Janis Joplin. The music
includes "Ball and Chain" and
"Summertime".
Blood of ~ Poet and Emak llakia
are showing at Rodey Theatre
Sunday night at 7:30: Blood of a
Poet is a 1930 film made by French
surrealist Jean Cocteau. Emak
Bakia (1927) is made by the painter

Alice in Wonderland is showing at
the Fox Winrock. This is not the
Disney cartoon or any of the other
older versions you might be
familiar with. See the review in
today's LOBO if you're curious
how Alice became an X-rated
musical. 8 & 9:30p.m.
Tunnel Vision is some madness
brought to you by the Saturday
night people. It is also reviewed in
today's LOBO. Showing at the M
Plaza at 6, 7:50 & 9:40.
Fantastic Planet, showing at the
Guild on Central, is one of the best
feature-length cartoons to be made
in recent years. A collaboration
between various French and Czech
(as well as few miscellaneous other)
animators, Fantastic Plane/ is a
o8."•W·~······················· ·~·~
• ~ill ...................... ~........................... = science fiction story about a planet
~~~~
~
:~n·: where humans have a status
~~~~
Attention Student
~113 somewhere between a cat and a
~~~
Organizations!
~~~~ cockroach. Call 265-0220 for the
i ~
: : time.
:•ll~ ihe Deadline For Re- ~~~~ The Magic Flute is a movie made by
ell~ chartering Is September ~~~~ Ingmar Bergman from one of
17, 1976. For Further
Mozart's most popular operas. The
,;II. Information Call The ~ ~ general consensus is that this film is
En~
·student Activities
~~~~ a masterpiece. It starts Sunday at
~~~~
Center
~~~~ the Guild; call 265-0220 for details.
;.•11;,.
277-4706
~~~~
The Return of the Tall Blonde Man
~~·~......................................................;.n~ with One Black Shoe is a hilarious
;·~---------··
t";.:t •':'i':• ~:;"!u~t t?.t t~t t:;:'u:;:'u:;:'t t?.• •:'loll~ spy caper which will leave you
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Gold Street
Circus
Welcomes UNM Students to a Super
Fall Album Sale

All 6.98 Ips Just 3.98
(Hurry While the Gettings Good)
On Central Across From UNM
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This Weekend
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rolling in the aisles. Funny and fastpaced at Don Pancho's on Central
at 7:30&9:20p.m.
'
Robin Hood, starring Errol Flynn,
is showing at the Encore. One of
the better American adventure
movies of the 30's. 7 & 9.
Silent Movie is a comedy movie

Spanish Fly is a British sex comedy
starring Terry Thomas. At the M
Plazaat6:15, 8:00&9:15 p.m.
Outlaw .Josey Wales is a Clint
Eastwood shoot 'em-up western at
the Los Altos at 7:10 & 9:40p.m.

Drum stars Warren Oates and Ken
Norton and claims to outmandingo Mandingo. At the Los
Altos at 7:45 & 9:45p.m.
Gus & Bambi are a Disney double
feature at the Cinema East. Gus is a
1976 movie about a mule-football
star. It is not a cartoon, but Bambi,
a vintage Disney film, is. G-6 &
9:15p.m. B-7:45 p.m.

from Mel Brooks, who also
directed Blazing Saddles and Young
Frankenstein. At the Lobo at 7:45
&9:45p.m.
The Great Scout and Cathouse
Stay Hungry stars Jeff Bridges and Thursday stars Lee Marvin and is
Sally Field. It is about some people supposed to be something like Cat
who are trying to open up a health Ballou. At the Cinema East at 7 & 9
spa. At theM plaza at 5:35, 7:30 & p.m.
9:25p.m.
Watch Out, We're Mad stars
Survive is about some people who Terence Hill and Bud Spencer and
eat each other. At the Hiland at is showing at the Eastdale at 7:30 &
7:45 & 9:30p.m.
9:25p.m.

3 to 6
Free Cheese
and Bread

Jacqueline Susann 's Once is Not
Enough starring Kirk Douglas and
David Janssen 'is showing at the
Galeria Twin at 7:25 & 9:40p.m.
The Man Who Fell to Earth,
directed by Nicolas Roeg and
starring David Bowie, is showing at
the Louisiana Mall at 5:20, 7:40 &
10:00 p.m. A pseudoscience-fiction
film set in New Mexico.
The Sailor Who Fell from Grace
with the Sea starring Sarah Miles
and Kris Kristofferson is showing at
the Louisiana Mall at 5:40, 7:40 &
9:40p.m. A love story of sorts.
Obsession is a bizarre story of love
with Cliff Robertson showing at the
Louisiana Mall at 5:-30, 7:30 & 9:30
p.m.

The 19th Century in PhotogtQphs
Photography in the 19th Century/ Art Museum/UNM Fine Arts
Center
Review by Pete Vigil
The closest thing we have to a
time machine is the camera, and
what. a wonderful machine it is.
Imagine transporting scenes of
daily life from the 19th century to
the present-complete, vulnerable,
nostalgic.
The Art Museum in the UNM
Fine Arts Center is showing a
collection of 19th-century prints.
The show began Sept. 5 and will be
on exhibition until Oct. 24.
There is something ~f a historian
in photographers as they attempt to
capture those nuances that say,
"we're here-wetre alive-we
live." Special qualities come
through the photographic process
as it reproduces three-dimensional
life unlo a two-dimensional plane.
Nuances of tone, atmosphere and
mood cling delicately to the prints.

It is not important to know
whether a print is a cyanotype,
colored-gum bichromate, carbon,
daguerreotype or gravure-what is
important is the· feeling the prints
produce in your being, You can
visually touch the past, explore the
regions that once were and are no
longer seen. The gold-toning of the
albumen prints produces a deja vu
quality both in the print and in the
viewer.
It is surprising that a relatively
small number of prints were made·
for purely artistic reasons. H.P.
Robinson's, When the Day's Work

It must be remembered that the
photographers of the 19th century
were trained as artists. They
definitely had an eye for composition and the monumental.
Isaiah West Tuten's, Mrs. Langtry

painting. Subtle tones play upon
the faces of the two old people like
purposeful brushstrokes.

Atizona

Arizona/ RCA LPL 1-5123
Review by Mark Crichton
From the land that brought you
the Beans (now the Tubes) and the
Spiders (later Alice Cooper) come
Arizona - from Arizona.
Although not in the same
category as Arizona's other
illustrious alumni, Arizqna does
have music that "Has a beat. Has
soul to it. I think I can dance to it.
No, better. I don't have to dance to
it; the music moves me all by itself."
Arizona's sound is nurtured in
the dance halls and the discos.
Comparable to a group from
New Mexico (supposedly) named
New Mexico recording at, say,
Wagner's Studio in Albuquerque,
Arizona was recorded at Lee Purr's
Studio in Tucson. Lee Furr is
due a lot of credit for providing the
album with a distinct mix of sharp
lead and vocal harmonies with a
dear blend of instruments. The
recorded sound is very clear.
The highlight of the album is
Arizona's version of Steve Still's
"Suite: Judy Blue Eyes."
The rest of the record is disco
soul infected (except for two
acoustical ballads penned and sung
by Ken Ashby). The song titles
speak for themselves on the type of
music it is: "Dance if You Wanna
Dance," ccsweet Fantasy," "Have

a Good Time," and "Don't it Feel
Good."
All these are nice things to say
about the album yet there is nothing
exciting here, nothing you haven't
heard before, nothing different or
even out of the ordinary (does there
have to be). It is good music played
by capable musicians.
There is very little of the state
Arizona in the group Arizona
except possibly for their night life.
It is just (must I say it) middle of
the road on a highway through
Arizona.

Beckies
Review by George Gesner
The man responsible for the
success of Left Banke ("Walk
A \Yay Renee" and "Pretty
Ballerina") and a contributing·
effort in the Stories group is now
the creative force of a new poo
group.
The man is Michael Brown, the
group Beckies. Brown plays
keyboards and fuses baroque and
classkal music into rock. The result
is some beautiful melodies. The
current album is not as heavy into
the baroque influence as was the
case in recent years.
Other members of the group
include Gary Hodgden and Jimmy

Weekend Spe,cial

"Mean Mistreater" is an acoustic
blues number. McPhee's vocals has
a natural inclination to the blues
with his baritone voice that t~nd~ to
be raunchy at times.
The reviewer's favorite on the
album would have to be without
question "Eleventh Hour." The
piece is six minutes worth of high
energy, brittle, screaming blues
guitar work. The jam is simply
incredible and is possibly the best
I've heard.
The album though like other
Groundhog ventures suffers from
moments of constant repetition and
simplicity, but an improvement in
the overall effort is quite
noticeable. Rate B.

The UNM Skateboarders meet in Santa Fe will be
Sun., Sept. 12, not Sept. 16 as originally announced.
Applications may be obtained 31 the Swdent In~
formation Desk in the SUB, or call842~5394.

The UNM Chapter of Phi Sigma Tau, tht>
philosophy honor 5ot'icty, will Opt>n its ~'riday afh•rooon diseussion S('SSions to the aead('mir rommunity at larg('. For furlhl'r information, rall2772405.

..
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Photography has come a long
way
from
the
days
of
daguerreotypes to the present day
of Polaroids, Kodak Instamatics
and color film. Somehow,
photography seemed to be more of
an art in the 19th century.

THE WORLD'S
FAVORITE
BED-TIME
STORY
IS FINALLY
A BED-TIME
STORY ...

Fresh Popcorn
1-25 & Lomas
Starts Sunday

:

olbaTcrWN

On RCA Records
LP.'s

$6.98 List

$3.99

"The Most
Inexpensive Spirits
To Be Found Anywhere"

UNM Students Welcome
The Magic Flute
The magniglcente of Bergman,
The Magic of Motart

eekender

Makers of- Hand Made

Returns After Long Road Tcur Iii ·City
Blowing The Vigas Off The Old Cantina
This Sunday
Music, Food, Volleyball
1\fil~s

N. of BcrnaliHo On 1·25 To Algodones Exit.

867-9983
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Held Over For
A 2nd Fun Week

Islamac Society meets for Friday prayer at 12:30
p.m. in the Alumni Chapl'l. Thl'r't• is a Uuran
rl:'adin~r ('\'NY Suuday altl!rnoon. fntl'resll'd perS()Os Wt•komt•. Furt!H•r irffo ra11217:5237,
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AN X-RATED MUSICAL COMEDY

Want to learn how to dnnce? Ballroom Dnncc
Club meeting, 7-9 p.m., Rm. 101, Carlisle Gym,
every Friday.
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Gtoundhogs
Groundhogs/Crosscut Saw/United
Artists/UA-LA 603-G
Review by George Gesner
When it comes down to rockblues, Groundhogs are one of the
better known groups in the
progressive field. The new
Groundhogs are now a four man
group with one original member
present, the group's innovator
himself Tony (TS) McPhee. The
other competent mem hers are
Mart in Kent (bass), Dave
Wellbelove (guitars), and Mick
Cook (drums).
The Groundhogs style could be
described as earthy as their music
. gets down to the basic roots.
"Boogie Withus" is a blues boogie
done in a bass mode with plenty of
bass voices like a funeral dirge.

~

"><

~

Best cuts include "Right By My
Side (Etude)," "River Bayou,"
"Midnight and You," "River
Song," and "Song Called Love:O•
Rate B plus.

$1.95
.

N.Y.Times: "The revenge of the Mcluhan generation.
Go and see Groove Tube."
Life Magazine: "Reduces audiences to aching laughter,
Lewd, Imaginative. Proposterously Lyrical.

From the creator ol
Flesh Gordon,
Now
BILL OS CO's •..

Cadillac Bob

."'

TUBE

":<

(1)

McAllister of Chesman Square and
Scott Trusty. Strong points of the ·
album are the fine melodies and
harmonies and some good rock and
roll.

60 oz. Pitchers

"Inexpensive Libations And
Effacious Entertainment"

~~~\ROOVE~~~~
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the Valley, (circa, 1880), completely
takes the viewer by surprise because
it has a surrealistic atmosphere
is Done, 1877 is an example of the about it. It has to be seen to be
use of the camera with the eye of a appreciated,

painter. The print is so well
composed that it reminds me of a

Sponsored by Student Activities

at Glacier Point, 3300 Feet above

LOBO Recotd Reviews

Silver
Happy
Hour

. Never Give an Inch & Willie Boy
are double features at the Galeria
Twin Theatre downtown. Paul
Newman is in Never; Robert
Redford in Willie Boy. N-1:25, 7:45
p.m. W-3:25, 9:50p.m.

September 13- 17
SUB Ballroom Lobby

* Prices good through Thurs., Sept. 16
Complete Selection of: Rock Jazz Classics Country
Hundreds of cutouts "Top 40" 45's & Oldies
-BANKAMERICARD & MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED-HoursSun.12-5
M-F 10-9
T-W-T10-7
Sat.10-6

4514 Central S.E.
(one block east of Washington)

Phone 266..;5924
~
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Allee In Wonderlnnd

Officials Hear Complaints
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An X-RQted musical

<lJ

'.....S.,

in Wonderland, an X-rated
r:J} musical comedy starring Kristine de
o Bell and produced by Bill Osco, is
"8 currently showing a/ the Fox
~ Winrock.
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don't worry. Bill Osco (who also wrote. This occasionally conbrought you Flesh Gordon) uses tributes to the humor of the film
Lewis Carroll's famous fairy tale as because the songs are frequehtly
a point of departure for a very completely incongruous with action
elaborate sexual fantasy rather than and visual aspects of the film. For
Review by Bill Barrett
following the text somewhat instance, right after Alice's wouldAlice is sitting on· a rock, trying
literally, like Disney and other be boyfriend who really wants to
to figure out what's happening. The
producers in the past have. (You get it on with her leaves the library
rock has been talking to her. But
might say Bill Osco's Alice follows where she works in disapeveryone knows that rocks don't
the original as the Jefferson Air- pointment, she bursts into a song
talk. "I must be insane," she
plane's "White Rabbit" did.)
about the problems of growing up,
muses. "You're not insane. You're
My favorite musical interlude
Strange is perhaps the best way to
just not paying attention to what is
describe the film. If you can came when Alice was about to leave
there." Slowly she accepts the fact
imagine a combination of The the tender loving care of Oogaloos,
that the rock can talk to her. The
Sound of Music, Zabriskie Point Scruggs, Boogaloos and little
rock in turn leads her into t.he
and The Devil and Miss Jones, you M uggies who had just licked her
have it.
sensuous experience of her own
dry. A song which should have been
body.
In all seriousness, except for an in Dr. Doo/i/1/e and four furry,
If this doesn't remind you of the
occasional obscene line or two, the fluffy creatures pantomining a row
Alice in Wonderland that you've music is as much Rodgers and boat crew driven by a brutal
been familiar with since childhood,
Hammer stein as anything they ever whipmaster.
The camera work was incredible.
The mad hattet, Allee & the White
It just was not what one might
Rabbit pause fot a song
expect in a skin flick. (But then Bill
Osco is not aiming at the hard core
porno audience. He is trying to an evening date-racy, a little musical, she sings a song about it.
create a new genre, so to speak, of raunchy at times, but basically And the song could come from The
good, clean fun. Nobody's em- Sound of Music as much as from
barrassed or made uptight by the Alice.) To avoid a blow by blow
film, and everybody seems to come description, the climax comes with
out singing."
the Red Queen. Then she's ready to
Unlike many X-rated films, sex leave Wonderland and find that
creeps into Alice slowly and surely. man of her own.
At first she's the girl who doesn't
Overall, I enjoyed the film.
sexual comedy for the general want to do it. Then she slips into Unfortunately, I have to be honest
audience.) The love scene between her fantasy, Wonderland. Through and say that at times the film drags.
Tweedledee and Tweedledum various gentle persuasions she The novelty of a musical sex
reminded me a lot of the becomes aware of her own body. comedy wears off after a short
lovemaking in the sand near the end Then after seeing Tweedledee and while. And $3 is a lot for a movie.
of Antonioni's Zabriskie Point; Tweedledum fornicate mightily she Alice in Wonderland is definitely
except that Bill Osco was probably decides she wants a man of her worth seeing, but maybe overpriced
Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 pm
more sensitive to what he was own. (Of course since this is a for the entertainment value.
doing, and was undoubtedly more
Telephone 765-5671
interested in achieving an erotic
, -· L
1600 Central SE
effect.
714/l~ .,
What make's Bill Osco's films so
different? In his own words, "l
have respect for my audience; I
don't play down to them, I bust my
backside to give them the very best
possible combination of desirable
ingredients-great
· production, Tunnel Vision, directed by Neil Israel and Brad Swirnoff, is currently
nlue, beautiful people who can showing a/theM Plaza Theatre.
act, irreverent humor, excellent
Review by George Gesner
music, a couple of hours of
The funniest film of 1985 is certainly not the funniest film of 1976.
escapism. Alice in Wonderland is
The movie .is run in the same style as Groove Tube and is strictly for
the kind of movie that's perfect for viewers with short attention spans. The film starts in Washington, D.C. in
1985 with a congressional hearing. The hearing is in session to review the
merits of Tunnel vision, a free TV concept.
What follows are some takeoffs on commercials and programs of
modern TV. On the agenda were "Wake up America," "Marie" (MTM),
Ramon and Sonja ("All in the Family"), The Police Comics, and Tunnel vision News.
The movie had some good moments as well as some bad ones. Commercial takeoffs certainly saved the movie in such humorous attempts as
Midas Internal Cleanser, Broccoli drive-ins, herring bars, and other
revolutionary and at times insane ideas.
The three most unusual segments of the film were when the playerannouncer who played for the Knicks in the Garden was announcing the
game; Chevy Chase making a public service announcement of nervous
breakdowns and the advertisement of the changing church (shades of
sacrilege).
The on-the-scene coverage of the mayoral race was hilarious as they take
the term "political arena" too far. The most interesting character was the
blindfolded chef (there is no dee-fay-ranee) who appears at unexpected
times throughout Tunnel vision's broadcasting day. His last appearance is
the funniest scene of the movie.
Lack of development, overused humor, and uncalled for crudity
hampers the movie, though giving it a par rating.
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.Very Fine European
Indonesian Fnod
Try our Satee Babi,
Curried Dishes, and
Sandwiches

Reasonable Prices

By Martha Anne Booth
"It's cold, it stinks, it's
repulsive," was a description given
by one student last night at a
. meeting held at La Posada Hall
concerning food served by the
dining hall.
Some 60 students met with
Robert Schulte, director of housing
and food service, Carroll Lee,
comptroller, Karen Glaser, dean of
students and acting vice-pres. of
student and campus affairs, and
Randy Boeglin, assoc. dean of
students, to hear a presentation of
the rationale behind recent changes
made in the food service for
residence hall students.
Lee stressed that UNM operating

The lJNM !1-icdicnl School is seeking minority

npplicantli from New Mexico, Recruiters will be in
Rm, 231A of the SUB on \V('d,, Sept. 8, Thur.<;.,
Sept. 9, and Fri., Sept, 10, from 10 a.m. to 4 Jl.m,
AlphaCeniUra willmcclSat., Sept. 11 al7 p,m,, at
the f.lbqquerque Garden Cemcr. The General, a
sileru JllO,V]e featuring Buster Keaton, will be shown.

Df. Dal)iel Slate and Dr. Archie Bahm will discuss
"Is ;Etbics a Luxury Business Cannot Afford?" at
3:30 p.\i{, Fri., Sept. 10 in the Philosophy Dept,
Lounge;Library. Coffee and refreshment will be scr~
ved at.3.p..m, in the lounge,
The,l!INM Mortar Board will have its first meeting
of the semester Sat., Sept. 11, at 2 p.m. at the home
of Sa!JdY Lee, 4325 Cobblestone Pl. Members unable
to attend are to call Iz.zy Hatcher at 217~3368 or 277-
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By Tim Gallagher
Students, faculty or administrators searching for a place to
live near the University may find
free help in locating an apartment
or house at the Student Aids office
in Mesa Vista Hall.
·
The Student Aids office keeps a
current listing of available apartments and houses in the university
neighborhood.
The files are kept up to date by
Fay Wilkins, Administration
Secretary for the Dean of Students.
Landlords in the neighborhood call
the Student Aids office· and report
vacancies.
Wilkins said the list is used most
just before the beginning of the
semester and before the first of a
month.
Several students have grumbled
about the Rentex Inc. service which
is not free. Rentex charges a $20 fee
for three months of service in which
they allow the customer to look at
their housing lists.
The student housing lists differs
from Rentex in that it compiles
listings for vacancies around the
university area only. Rentex listings
are city-wide.
But the student housing list
contains information about damage

deposits which Rentex does not.
Students who hav~ complaints
against their landlords are advised
to seek legal help. Gallegos said,
"We like to hear about the
problems students are having, but
we are powerless to help them when
it comes to legal action."
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Put A Bite
In Your
Clothing Budget
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0 tree t 1it ek> ·
Clothincs
Exchancse
3004 D Central S E next to DeH·Clty
266-5275

Contemporary
Sweatering
from

1!\'cnuiugfntt,

GSA ncccb one representative imcresled in lhe
welfare of KUNM !O the Student Radio Board for
1976-77. Apply at Rm. 248, SUB. Other committee
positions arc slill available.

mtr..

Pina Party Membership Dri.,.·e-thc first Home
f:conomics tncmbership drive-will be Fri., Sept. 10,
from 6:3010 8:30p.m.: in the Simpson Room, Home
Ec. Bldg.
Jewish Student Union is having a picnic on Sun.,
Sept. 12, ru Cicncga picnic grounds. Members meet at
10:30 a.m. in front of Popejoy Hall. Bring lunch and
sports equipment. Jf anym1e needs a ride or can dri'l-·c,
call Ira, 296·3936 or Wendy, 299~1502,
Voter rcJ:listralion for the No;,·ember election

will be held at Milcheli Hall or the SUB c•ocry day
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. RegiHrnlion is non·parti~an.
r:or more in formation call271·5528.

ASUNM Steering Committee will meet MonM
day, Sept. 13, in Rm. 2.50A in the SUlJ,
Orthodox Bahai Faith now holding liresldcs
Mondays at 8 p,tn,at 408 D Maple NI:.
Attention graduating ~cnior>! Interested in linding a job? Regi>lcr now with Career Services at
Mesa Vista, 2nd floor, Rm. 2131 Mon., Sept. 13,
Wed., Sept. 15, and Thurs., Sept. 16.

Please excuse the big
mound of dirt around
us. Here is how to get
to Wild West through
the construction.

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice W eekiJ

VALUE

Blood
u1~ 8 ......... ..,.
.I. a, .1.1..1. g,

\\4\f'ORTfD FRO!rJ
GOLD

M.EX~OO

SILVER

.....

Donor Center

l.
i.

,.

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday ·
Doctor in
residence

842-6991

Follow the arrows to

SE

"We need to do a better job in
communicating and explaining
decisions that were made. We can't
grant every request, though, we
must take the middle ground
sometimes," she said.

The library requirements of information on charge
cards have been simplified to include brief author and
Litle, exact call numbers and the latc5t addnm if you
have recently moved.

Do You Need
Cash?

c~n+ral
- - 1"'1
I

277-4467.

More than one student protested
that their complaints were not being
answered and asserted that similar
complaints voiced in a meeting last
year were never acted on.
Glaser said she was concerned
that the students thought their
suggestions had been ignored.

Bcr51alillo County's six women candidates for the
Legi~lature will meet the public ln. n reception
Fri., .Sept. 10, from 4 to 7 p.m. at Albuquerque
Federlli Savings and Loan, Fourth and Osuna NW.
Admi~sion is free and all are \Yelcome.

·complete repair service

200

Government of Japan offers scholarship.'> to
students wishing- to study in Japanese Univer·
sities, Must be willing to stu(ly Japanese.
Deadltne is Sept. 20. Contact. Lynzee Browning at

Fielding often repeated questions
about the quality and appeal of
dining hall meals, Schu,lte maintained that all students don't like
the same food nor do they like it
prepared in the same way.

N.M.

DE~LER.5 IN NEW AND ¥.iNTACiE M(J.51CAL IN.5TR(JMENT.5
· rentals
accessories

'

The Book Store, a new project of the Friends o
the Albuquerque Public Library, is now oprn on
the downstairs level of t.l1e muin library at Fifth
St. and Copper, NW. The store is open from 11
a.m. lo 2 p.m.

mental health, and suggested that in
La Posada sack lunches contain
two pieces of meat in one sandwich
instead of two sandwiches containing one piece of meat. She also
requested skim milk rather than
whole milk, but Schulte said the
difference in the cost of one glass of
skim compared to one glass of
whole milk is only 3 cents.

T,heUNM Simulations Assoc. will meet Sun., Sept.
12, in. the Law School, Rm. JJO from JO a.m. to 6
p.m. All interested arc invited,

Tunnel Vision

.

"'

4311:_,

1985 in 1976

--

costs are up in accordance with the
inflationary spiral at work in the
U.S. today.
Schulte distributed a handout
showing a break-down of the
housing and food service budget for
1976-77.
But during a question and answer
period conducted by Schulte after
the presentation, students emphasized the following complaints:
-Meals are not nutritionally
balanced.
-Food is served lukewarm to
cold, not hot.
-Dining hall meals are compulsory for residence hall students.
One student said that current
studies are equating protein with
Lectures on enlightenment-TM Program
Mon., Sept. 13 at 11:30 a,m, and 7:30p.m. in the
SUB, Rm.250C,
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QUALITY + PRICE

Student Aids Lists
University Housing
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.Students Attack Food

I

~Alice

g

i

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

243-2229

Top: Big, bulky and super 1ook1ng sweater of 100%
acrylic with long sleeves and two roomy patch
pockets. S·M·L·XL.

25.00
Bottom: Acrylic and nylon blend w1th boat neck,
stnpes and two slant pockets. S·M·L-XL.

20.00

''

Coronado Center • Upper. Level
10 'til 9 • LayAway • Amencan t:xpress • BankAmencard • Mastercharge
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'Pups Will Battle
T-Birds Saturday
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By David Belling
The UNM freshman football
team opens its season against the
Mesa
Community
College
Thunderbirds,
the top-ranked
junior college team in the nation
last year, in University Stadium at
7:30p.m. Saturday.
This will be the first game for the
Lobos, who last week lost a controlled scrimmage to Fort Lewis
College. Last season the Thunderbirds were 9-0, and they are
trying for their 14th straight victory, and 31 wins in their last 32
games.
Lobo Freshman Coach Reese
Smith said the Thunderbirds "will
have a lot of speed and throw a
lot." He said, "They should be real
tough."
The Lobos will be running their
veer offense, and they will probably
pass a lot. Smith said he expects his
team to be ready for the game since

Cross-Country lntrasquad
For Fems at Bataan Park

"they showed good attitude and
desire up in Fort Lewis last week."
Quarterbacking the Wolfpups
Saturday will be Paul Edwards.
Smith said Edwards did a good job
after taking over for the injured
Ben Shultz last week. Shultz is out
for three or four weeks with a
sternum injury, ,r
Spearheading-the Lobo running
attack will be tailback Greg West
and fullback Dave Moreland.
Edwards will be throwing to ends
Dave Beauchamp and Walt Arnold,
and wide receiver David Wyrick.
Starting for the Lobos o.n the
offensive line will be guards Bill
Skinner and Joe Jurasek, center Pat
Warfield and tackles Steve Lin- The UNM freshman football team will take on the number-one ranked Junior College team
in the nation last year, Mesa Community College, in a Z·30 p.m. tilt Saturday in University
dstrom and Rick Giroue.
Starting for the Lobos on the Stadium.
defensive line will be Mike Dickson
The linebackers will be Charles Brian Thompson and Bob Oderio
and Rich Eidenschink at ends, John Baker and Bob Shupryt. Playing
at cornerbacks and John Gustafson Lobos will be Alan Moore. Doing
Jackson and Lindstrom at ends and monster will be Bill Turner. The at safety.
the punting will be Turner.
Coleman Berry at middle guard.
Admission to the game Saturday
Lobo defensive backfield will have
Hand.
the place kicks for the will
be free.

CALL
AUSTRALIA
[505] 842-8556

This Albuquerque number will reach the only man in
I own who can tell you where to find Foster's Imported
Australian Lager Beer:

James Franchini -- Southwest Distributing Company
If you've got a taste for Auslralla, g1ve him a calL
And become a Foster's child.

Polo Squad Battles Alumni

"The girls are eager to play,"
said Marpe, "but they realize
they're not in shape. They're going
in there to try to do what we feel are
good techniques and good skills,
and play the game as best they can
without getting sloppy." She said,

By Carol Pavletich
The UNM water polo team has
been scrimmaging this week in
preparation for the second annual
varsity-alumni · match. Last Year
the alumni edged the varsity by a
single point, and the varsity is
seeking revenge.
About 25 players practice each
morning at 6:45 a.m .. and return
again at 3:30 p.m. They warm up,
scrimmage awhile, then jump out
of the pool for some coaching and
inspiration. The pep talk lasts
about 10 minutes, then back in the

Marpe's tentative starting lineup
includes Patty Howell (Jr.),
Antoinette Simoes (Jr.), Mary Beth
Roberts (Soph.), Gina Radoslovich
(Soph.), Billie Colborne (Fr~) and
Nancy Duhigg (Fr.). Of the six,
four are returnees. Marpe said the
Lobos will be playing a basic 4-2
offense and a "man-up" defense.

3409 CENTRAL, N.E.

e

256-7103

.

'

''play ball" and it's at it again.
Water polo is fast-moving,
physically strenuous and exciting.
Spectators say it's a fun game to
watch and the team hopes it is on
the way to an excellent season after
pool for more practice,
last week's victories over New
Coach Rick Klatt yells, "That Mexico State and Midland Junior
ball should be zinging back and College.
forth. I know you guys can do it,
Klatt will be battling against his
I've seen it before!" The scrim- own team in tonight's game. The
maging continues until Klatt blows former UNM swimmer will be
a whistle and gives more in- playing for the alumni squad as he
structions. The team may look did last year, The action begins at 7
exhausted, but a player shouts p.m. in the UNM swimming pool.

.· sP'Ofts ·

IM Gridders Clash
By George Gesner
Intramural football focused on
the independents and women
Wednesday night.
Gomez's blanked the Skins 14-0.
Law School made themselves 1-0 by
defensing the Wombats 13-0. I
Phelta Thi humiliated the Clowns,
20-0.
In a holocaust of points the
Paper Tigers comeback attempt fell
short as the unstoppable Dorm
rolled to a 26-18 victory.

The next scheduled game for the
Lobos is the Lobo Invitational
which will be Oct. I and 2.

In women's football the Mini
Pads laid tracks all over the Mgr.
Railroad with an impressive 30-0
win. A sorority contest proved the

Tri-Delts winners over the girls of
Chi Omega, 7-0.
All of Thursday's contests were
postponed due to poor weather
conditions. Monday, the two
professional schools, the Law
School and Medical School, do
battle on Field 2 at 5 p.m. Navy
ROTC plays Team 16 in what
promises to be an exceptional game
on Field 3 at 5 p.m. Four games are
scheduled at 6 p.m. On Field 2, Air
Force ROTC takes on the Student
Vets: on Field 3, the Paper Tigers
play I Phelta Thi; on Field 5,
Clowns versus Skins, and Field 8
has the Gomez's playing the Bad
Company.
·

BOOTS
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men's
Now Open 7 Days
At Our New location
2312 Central S.E.

shop

255-7086
'

.

2120 Central S.E.

243-6954

Columbian
Mocha java
Mexican
French Roast
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Sumatra Mandehling
Guatemalan
New Orleans Blend
KenyaAA
Viennese Roast

Coffee Ground To Your Specifications.
Our Delicious Coffee is Now
Available To Take Home

120 Harvard Dr. S.E.

HIPPO IGE GRBAM

(ASONM Computer Date Match)

What Type Of People Sign Up For
ASUNM Computer Date Match?
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Foster's Lager is Imported from Australia exclusively by
All Brand Importers Inc .. Roslyn Heights. New lbrk l!sn

Lost Canyon

.;

(plus expresso)
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10 Varieties

During Saturday's intra-squad
run,
the women will run as far as
The fledgling UNM women's cross-country team will comthey
can
in a one-hour time limit.
pete in an intrasquad meet Saturday. See story, right.

"We are going in with a good
mental attitude.''

Quilts - Postcards
1930's, 40's Clothing and Furcoats

"':><

~·
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COFFEE

Spikers Begit1 Campaign

Actual Size.

"'~
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Coaches Barbara Butler and Tony
runners more freedom."
They started off by running 40
Sandoval will use the results of the
run to decide what each runner's minutes non-stop, then gradually
increased the time limit. Coach
endurance is. The coaches said they Sandoval said, if they c;an cover
think everyone will be better nine miles in one hour he would
acquainted after the race. So far, consider that a good run, In order
they have rarely practiced together to do so they would have to average
The team, consisting of one as a team because of time schedule a mile 'every 6Vz minutes, and
junior, two sophomores and five differences. Coach Sandoval said, Sandoval said "a 6Vz minute mile
freshmen, is mostly inexperienced "They should run at the pace they (nine times consecutively) .is pretty
in long distances. Sophomore, can," thus "giving the distance tough."
Karen Cramond, has the most
experience, having placed at
Nationals in a long distance race
Whole Bean
last year. Sophomore Susan Vigil
and freshman Cindy Ashby were
middle-distancers, while the others
include the lone junior, lucille
Jones,
and freshmen Pam
Hargrove, Jean Rostermundt (also
World's Finest Quality
on the basketball squad), Virginia
Middleton and Donna Argo.

Photo by Dan Herrera

girls are not in top physical form,
but that the tourney •'will provide a
chance for the girls to see what they
can do against competition." She
said, "It also gives me a chance to
see how the girls react under
competition."
Marpe said she was pleased with
the improvement of the squad in
the last week and a half. "The girls
are starting to learn what each other
can do," she said.

z

By Ed Johnson
On Saturday, at 2 p,m, in Bataan
Park, the first UNM women's
cross-country team will pit its
strength and endurance against a
haunting adversary called fatigue,
in the 1975 intra-squad run .

·In NMSU Invitational

By Gino Brazil
With only a week and a half of
practice; ·Coach Kathy Marpe and
the UNM women's volleyball squad
are headed south to battle.
The Lobos will be playing in the
New Mexico State Invitational this
weekend· against Texas Tech,
Eastern New Mexico, UTEP, Sui
Ross, and host, NMSU.
Marpe said with the short
preparation for the tourney, the

.
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Chi Omega's Are Action Women
Are You Ready For Them!!!
Sign Up For Computer
Date Match Today
ASUNM Computer Date Match
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Sponsored By Delta Sigma Pi & AS UNM
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15 cents per word per day, one-dollar

Rate~;

..D

s

mioimuu, ."dverti~mentfi run five or more
consecub ·,.e days with no changes, nine cen ..
to per word per day (no refunds if cancelled
before live Insertions), Cl ..sifled ad·
vertisementu must-be paid in advance.
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Marron II all room 131 or by mail· to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N,l\f, 67131
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NEED HELP WITH papers? Typing, editing,
revision, research, consultation: 281·3001, 9/14
~-- ~----_______ ,__~~-.-----,--.c.

PASSPOR'l', JDEN'l'IFICATION PHOTOS.
Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ne1~r UNM.
Call 265-2444 or corne to 1717 Girard Blvd. Ng,
tin
J3EL,I.Y DANCING C!,ASSES. $5 weekly at tho
Bhlo Haroom 255·1967. 9/15
______ . __ __
LSA'r-McA1~ mXA~iS.-Pr~~p~ir-.:
Call Pro·
fess!onal EuU<'Illors of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn

now.

--

;>.

......

ro

PERSONALS

c:::l 1.
0

.~

WHAT IS PI Kappu Alpha? It's u national social
><: fraternity with groups on 170 college campuses
<!.) with over 108,000 members and il 's orguniling
:::;E now at New Mexico, ll is meeting people and nHtk·
:... ing friends. We'd like to meet you. 242.0051,
~ IBOISigrmtCh!Road. 9/16

Z

STOLEN: GREEN DAYPACK; $10.00 for return• !ng !eel ure notes. Hudgens 242-7148. 9/10
N.
.. .
.
··--·
,..... THE PLANETS ARE back at Ned's El Portal. 4200
<!.) Central SE. 9/15

gf

PICNIC 1i0R STUDENTS: Sunday 9/!2 meet at
P,. Newman Center !815 Las Lomas NE between 1:001:)0 p.m. if you need or can offer a ride, Bring sack
lunch-soft drinks provided. The picnic will be at
San Gabriel Park, west end of Mountnin Road. 9/10

nm BEST

PRICED lunch in town: foot-long hot
dogs, 35¢, 11-3 Okics. 9/30
M iM-EExPERIMENTpe-;fo~~~~a-;:-ts -~.;(.
lective offers f;dl workshop beginning St•ptember
11 in mime acting, creative dramatics, folk dance,
• belly dance, juggling, beginning guitar. Call 842·
!080. 9/17

;rilli

AGORA·UNM STUDENT Crisis Center 277-3013
or come by lh<• NW Corner Mesa Vista. 9/13
-·--·-------- -----·· ·- ---GONDOLA LOUNGE-OFF.ERJNG New Mexican
food, pi~za and spaghetti with your favorite cocktaU- quiet atmosphere- the other side ofPepino's.
4310 Central S.g. 0/30
---~---

..

----

-~

--------·---

JOIN tl.'l A1' the bakery cafe. Friday night 8·12
P·'": Beautiful c~~teril music of anything. _.J~lO

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND TliRQUOISg BRACELET. Call 293·
8023 aft<•r 9:00. 9/14

ciL'cuCJ\i·oR"· CALL

·FOUND
0792. 9/13

...

ELECTRONIC AUTO TUNE-UPS + minor
repairs. Experienced mechanic, reasonable, Gary.
345.0245. 9116

---

-----~-~--

-----------~

BARRY'S ELECT!tONIC f\gPA!H, 118 San
l'edro S~l. 266-0335. Color 'l'Vs,llqm decks,stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. tnstall burglar alarms.
10°A> discount for students with !D. (luick service.
Osed TVs for sale. 9/28

BICYCLISTS! SEPT, sale now in progress all
models reduced for fast sales, Nice selection of men's
& women's 10-spceds, from $99,00. The Spinning
Wheel, 109 Yale Blvd, S,E., 242-7888. 9/13
YARD SALE-LEVIS, capes, typewriter, house
plants, etc. Saturday, September II, 421 Cornell
SE. 9/10
----::-c:c:-:-::--==~·

PlUDE MOTORS OFFERS speedy, reliable ser·
vice of all makes of imported autos. All work is
guar_anteed. C~U us_~.:._256-17?_3: _2!16_ -~
Ill CYCLE FRAME, GJTANE 25 inches Rey·
nolds 531 throughout excellent condition. $130.00.
Paul Kelsey 813 #2 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 9/16
'75 HONDA 750, MINT condition, bell helmet,
111''"~~xtras:_$1_:7_QO.~~Call Dave 982.{)061 :_!II 6

EE EXPERIMENTER'S DELIGHT surplus
electronics 2015B Mercury 265·3321. Saturday

6.

BACKPACKERS: THIS WEEK our largest collection to date of supple leather packs. Some with
sheepskin. Pile shoulder straps now at Leather·
back Turtle Ltd, 107 Romero in Old Town just
north of Central. 9/21

NEED SIX PEOPLE to help me in my bl!.liness
part-time $400,00 monthly, Call 881-4585 I :002:00onJy, 9/10

FOR SALE: 196ij Grand Prix good condition 881·
6097. 9/14
1974 CAPRI V-6 excellent condition 16,000,
~~~2~0, ('~~~~-7~~2.: Larry:___ll!~l_____ - · CYCLISTS, HIKERS: WE have the best leather
packs in the country, constructed from the strongest of leather, built to last. Come in and cheek
them out. Leatherback Turtle Ltd, 107 Romero in
Old 'rown just north of Centr~d. 9/21 ·

SALE:

FOR
S'rOVE ga; .white $100-.0-:-0-w-a-sh_e_r
frigidaire $300,00. Call Mantii 268·25~5 evenings or weekends, 9/14

only. 9/10 ~-------:--:-~
COLOR PONG FOR your TV! Wilh warranty,
$65.00, 842-8732. 9/10

2a_?.owr.AaLEi T-V's, $3o to $6o. 441 Wyoming

24-HOUR ORUG STORE-Community Ortlg.
5100 Indian S~hool Rd. NE. Dennis S, Pena, !tPh
IUNM 57)owner. 9/13

FOR SALE: GARRARD SL95 turntable, base, dust·
cover. New ADC cartridge, excellent condition.
$75.00. Call243-6934, after 6:00. 911 S

TRIUMPH TRIDENT 750cc, 1974, excellent
condition, tuned 10 August 76. Less than 5,000
miles, 265-4298 evenings. 9/10

1'AP/JAZZ CLASsgs near UNM, Experienced
,rro~<'s_~i<>ll~ll in~ ruction 2~2:,342~ ..
~-
MASSAGg 9·6, 298·4718. Juan. 10/18

VIKING HUSGNAONA NEW model6440 open ann
automotive take over payments of $9.85 a month.
255·7534.

Mo"T\l£fi Tl~ti-cil<f,ifii~~r-uw"Ni---;~~ving -;;;;J

BICYCLISTS! DON'T lose your bike this year to
thieves. Kyptonile Jocks now on sale. Regular $19.00
now $15.95. The Spinning Wheel, 109 Yale Blvd SE.
242:7888. 9/13

!J!IO

hauling, dependnble, reliuble. Call mo1n at 299·

~i;()_J__mni~_!ls. -~/l~

_

-------~

ASTJWLOGY CLASSES: BASIC course includes
churl calculation aild inleepretations. Call Dill Holan.
268-0247. 9/15
TUTORING AVAILABLE FOR minority students
in Nursing for: Bio. 123, Bio. 237, Bio. 239, Chern,
141, Chem.281, Math 102, Call 277-2507, 9115
PROFgssiONAL TYPING SErtVJCE. 292-1285.

9/H

4.

FORSALE

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANN!CA ... ONE set
available at $500.00. 15th Edition published 1974.
List Price $699.00. Call nave at 877-3955, 9/9
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT BIG truck wreck, have
Pioneer Sansui receivers, reel to reels, 8 tracks, etc.
40% to 50% off. While they lmt. 255-7535, 9115
SIMMONS STEEL LOUNGE: Single in Day: Converts to double at night. Coil springs tufted mat1re.1s,
$25.00. Mobilairc portable fan 20"x20" $17,00.
Chrome dining room set, two captain chairs, four
regular chairs, $65.00. Portable barbecue 18"xl8"
$12.00, Westinghou.<e electric roaster $12.00, 2660201. 9/13

1969 BMW2002 FAIR condition. New tires, shocks
9/15

& paint. 877-6580,

SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to buuonhole, zig-zag. Pay $19.00
& take machine. 255-7535. 9/15

NE. 255-5987.

10/18
~~-------

RECORDS AND '!'APES-good price, good selection, good people, LP Goodbuy, 3701 Central
NE Iacross from Fat Hu~phrey's). ten
HONDA CL175!N storage 2 yrs. Excellent condition. Mileage 2200. wk-277-4948. After 6 PM
869-6521. 9/15
SOU1'HERN COLORADO RtVERFRONT, lots
or acreage. Utilities, fishing, ncar ski area, choice
wilderness. Priced right, terms or cash. 2551729. 9/13

I 97 I SUZUI~I 500. EXCELLENT running condition.
293-4009, 9/10
' 966 DO DG:::E--:C:::O:-:R:-:O:-:N-:E=·T::-,--:$:-:I-::95:-:.0:::0:-:.-::2-:-66:-:·-:84:-:-:66 after
5:00p.m. 9/JO

SIMMONS STEEL LOUNGE: t:;ingle in Day:
Converts to double at night. Coil springs tufted
mattress, $25.00. Mobilaire portable fan 20"x20"
$17.00, Chrome dining room set, two captain
chairs, four regular chairs, $65,00. Portable barbecue 18"x18" $12.00,266-0201. 9/13

LOOK-$99.00 COLOR TV left for repair bill. Big
screen, assume payments of $10 or $99 cash. No
interest. 255-7534. 9/15

5.

1968 VW VAN. Very clean, rebuilt engine, lots of
power. $1,050.00. David 268-8094. Eve. 243-5770.

9115
PANASONICQ-PLEX W-turntablc 8-track AM·FM
without speakers $225.00. Sounds real good. 268·
0981. 9115
1968 PONTIAC GTO, AC, AT, PS, radials, good
condition, mechanically excellent. $900.00. 266·

900~~7?·':":.. 9/1<1__ __ -~·-.- - - - - - . -

FORRENT

EMPLOYMENT

CHAPARRAL HOMES, REAL TORS starts a real
estate training class soon. Learn the exciting field of
real estate. For details and starting date, call Perry
Bryant at296-071 I. 9!15
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE is accepting np·
plica lions for part-time johs. For an appointment
call 344-6232 on Wednesdays between. 8 a.m.·
12 noon. 9/15
·
PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must
be over 21 years old. Need two part•time employ·
ees for day work. Also have positions for l•'riday
& Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No
phone calls please. Suve Way Liquor Stores, 5704
Lomas NE, 5516 Men au! Ng, 9/13

·------

7.

TRAVEL

SAVE GASI RIDERS will cut expenses and driv·
ing by one half! Drivers file free at Ride line 2659860, (303)449-6670. 9/10
RIDES! RIDES\ RIDES! Ridcline 265-9860 or
or 303-449-6670, 10/5
DgNVER-FRANKFURT, DECEMBER 20$399.00. Los Angeles-Honolulu, weekly-$199.00;
you must book 65 days in advance. Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd. SE.
255-6830. Hurry! 9/14
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8.

MISCELLANEOUS

BIBLE STUDIES: DOCTRINAL studies for those
gutsy enough to endure sound doctrine. Pentecostal
students. 268-6781 a day, 29.1-9365 nitc. 9115
LOSE WEIGHT, 6-weck program combinlng
group counseling, behavior modification and men·
tal reformation of body image. Phone 883·3687.
9/13

-

EXCEPTIONAL FAMILY HOME in outstand·
ing University neighborhood available for lease
thru end of 1977 summer session, 898-2095 evenings. 9/10
--~.-------~-~

ATTRACTIVE ROOM, PRIVA TEl entrance, bath,
clean, SE, shag, refrigerator. 296·6708. 9/10
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share new twobedroom apartment ten minutes from UNM. C'<11l
Michelle 344-2025. 9/10

Lobo

jCiassifi!,d~

Work
Wanders

Shannon 243-

LOST: TlNY WHITE male maltese dog with
Ouffy hair, broken front tooth. Heartbroken
mother. University arcu. 255·3753 or 277-4015.
9110
"i•UPPY IN ··;rea behind Oklc's. Call
after 6:00 247-3287. 9/16

i'OUND:

ios1~-(;i:ioi:00¥-22:l;;bit,,e a~T; Phil-;;-~ophy
boo~!e_~,2~-:_{~•l~c-b 24?:,2642:_91_1_6_ __

3.

Make Your Own
Southwest and Contemporary
jewelry. Findings direct
from our factory to you.
We also have a complete line of
coral, hishi and fetish.
Come in and browse.
Our prices are the best.

SERVICES

Billa

lliair i.esigns
Sebring
Certified

Manufacturers of Silver Round Beads, Cones, Melon
Beads, Cone Beads, Barrel Beads, Hishi, Liquid Silver
Jobbers & Importers of Coral, Turquoise and Hishi

For Appointment
Call
Ron or Sheila

B'RI.U WORlU

255-3279
2914 Central Ave. S.E.

SALES
2929 San Mateo, N.E.
(505) 883-9202

Closest Sebring Shop To lJNM

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more ti~es-~ per word
Terms Cash in advance

FACTORY
1225 12th St. N.W.

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hail, Room'132
Mail To
U NM Box '20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

..,. .......

........

··1

Enclosed$

I

1974 VEGA WAGON, 4-speed, good condition.
Must sell. $1,450.00/offer. 256-7828, 9/17

Placed by ______ ....

Telephone

I

